Nana Otafrija & Bad Agency (Official International Promoter)

Commercial offer

Standard
Cost: 3000 $ + tax + partner funeral agency commission (depends)

Waiting service: 300 $ for each additional day of stay in the country
longer than 2 days

6 dancers, 1 team lead

Costumes: a choice of 5 options

Music: 5 tracks of the customer's choice, if the customer does not have
any special wishes, a standard tracklist from Tony Igi - Astronomy and 4
other tracks is used.

Duration: 20-30 minutes

Optional (at the request of the customer, no surcharge): a comforting
speech from Team Lead at the funeral (up to 5 minutes), psychological
assistance to the client's relatives and friends, so that they do not feel
sad, feel care and support

VIP
Cost: $ 10,000 + tax + partner funeral agency commission (depends)

6 dancers from the famous video, Benjamin Aidoo personally as Team Lead, Benjamin's
personal manager

Optional: + 500 $ for each next dancer (maximum 100)

Waiting service: + 1000 $ for each additional day of stay in the country longer than 2 days +
100$ per evry extra dancers

Costumes: Exact copy of costumes from the Coffin Dance video or a choice of all possible
options (more than 10 options)

Music: 5 tracks of the customer's choice, if the customer does not have any special wishes, a
standard tracklist from Tony Igi - Astronomy and 4 other tracks is used.

Duration of the performance: 20-30 minutes, staying at the event up to 8 hours

Optional (at the request of the customer, no surcharge):

Individual and pre-agreed speech from Benjamin Aidoo at the funeral (the client's
personality is studied in advance), psychological help from Benjamin to the client's relatives
and friends, so that they do not feel sad, feel care and support.

Photo and autograph session with guests of the event,

Dancing without a coffin "for an encore"

Unlimited shooting and posing for guest instagram accounts

Benjamin's Instagram photo / video post (this is a news feed for the media)

Lifetime contract
We are sad that people are mortal, but we believe that after death
we will go to a better world and our loved ones should not grieve.

The best way to ensure that your friends and family do not suffer as
they say goodbye to you and leave warm feelings about you in their
hearts is to think about the future in advance.

You can sign a life contract, and in the event of your death, there will
be guaranteed no fuss and bureaucratic problems.

You can clarify the details by email lifeterm@coffindance.team or from
any of our official partners around the world.

A detailed list of the national funeral agencies we work with at
www.coffindance.partners

Rider
For dancers and team lead: economy class air tickets from Ghana to the
customer's country, hotel accommodation 3 *

For Benjamin Aidoo: business class air tickets from Ghana to the customer's
country, accommodation in a 5 * hotel

For Benjamin Aidoo personal manager: business class air tickets from Kenya to the
customer's country, accommodation in a 5 * hotel

Transfer: taxi from airport to hotel, from hotel to venue, from venue to hotel, from
hotel to airport

Three meals a day (breakfast, lunch and dinner)

English speaking person for communication with Team Lead 

Music player or audio system (any convenient for the customer, to be able to play
music tracks)

Time of stay in the country: up to 2 days (depending on the situation) without
Waiting service option

In the event of the client's death, the team can fly out the next day after informing
and purchasing air tickets



The prices and rider for performing at any other event (not funeral) are identical to
the price and rider for the funeral.

If you have any additional questions, please contact us at
booking@coffindance.team

Invest
Nana Otafrija and all our staff (15 staffed teams) are ready to relocate. We see China
as an ideal place to work due to the fact that the national funeral traditions are
similar, but the Chinese market is much larger and richer. We are looking for a strong
partner (ideally a Chinese funeral business investor) to help us obtain work visas and
contracts, as well as housing and food for 100 people.



This will allow us:

Radically reduce customer costs through transfers (no air tickets and hotels), there will
also be no partner commission - we will be the Partner's employees

Conduct not 1, but 2-3 performances a day, including both funeral and entertainment
performances in clubs. This will further reduce customer costs (we offer up to $ 1000)
and will make orders in bulk.

Have stability and happiness with housing, food, and a contract salary

For Benjamin Aidoo - to solve the issue of monetizing his global popularity and
immediately become rich and happy thanks to China. We are also ready to provide
unlimited filming in advertising, TV, the creation of media content for the duration of
the contract and give the management of all international marketing and
organization to a Partner.

Also, it will be a huge news feed in the world media, and a very large advertisement for
the Partner.



We see opportunities for investment growth to approximately double in the first year
with an average of 2 performances of $ 1000 per working day. In five years, investment
will grow by at least 8 times. There is even more potential for growth.

For more information, write a letter to invest@coffindance.team

Costumes

